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Chapter 1 : Summer Reading Is Killing Me! by Jon Scieszka | Scholastic
I read the book Summer Reading is Killing Me by Jon Scieszka. I liked this book because it has a lot of humor. Read
more. Published on April 16, Rajiv.

Plot[ edit ] For his seventh birthday, Joe receives a mysterious blue book known only as "The Book" from his
magician uncle and namesake, "Joe the Magnificent". The only way they are able to return to present-day
Brooklyn, New York is to find The Book again within whatever time period they are in. The Time Warp Trio
faces lots of challenges during their travels and their learning of how to use The Book. This section describes a
work or element of fiction in a primarily in-universe style. Please help rewrite it to explain the fiction more
clearly and provide non-fictional perspective. While his penchant for keeping The Book with him and
experimenting with it results in many of their adventures, his talent for magical tricks also helps them out of
many tough situations. He is in a relationship with a girl, named Sophie. He wears thick glasses he is
self-conscious about being a nerd and is lactose intolerant. Sam is also wary of time travel ; he is convinced
their doom is imminent every time they open The Book. An amateur inventor, he is told by Freddi that he will
invent something very important in the future though it is not revealed what. He can be Passive aggressive at
times. Frederick "Fred" â€” A friend of Joe and Sam. Fred is a sports fan who is headstrong, sometimes to the
point of idiocy. Fred is the most interested in using The Book for material gains, whether hunting for treasure
or patenting future technology. He has a bullying older brother named Mike. He originally sent The Book to
Joe, since he could not make it work - he performs his own time travel by means of an enchanted pocket
watch. He believes in the Tooth Fairy and the Easter Bunny. Jodie is usually concerned with her looks or
anyway to make herself more comfortable in any situation, yet she looks out for her friends as they do for her.
Because she and Fred have pretty stubborn personalities, they usually butt heads at some point when the other
is around or attempting to take charge. She is sometimes called Jo or J. Unlike her great grandpa, Samantha is
not as erratically apprehensive whenever she finds herself back in time, even when faced with a dilemma.
Samantha owns a time-traveling pocket watch that belonged to Sam. She is sometimes called Samm or Samza.
She wears a baseball hat, as her great-grandfather did. Unlike her great grandfather she fears heights and bugs.
Chapter 2 : www.nxgvision.com | Summer Reading Is Killing Me!
The Time Warp Trio: Summer Reading is Killing Me by Jon Scieszka was unexpectedly humorous. I enjoyed the way it
took brining books to life to another level. Sam, Fred, and Joe are in possession of The Book which allows them to travel
through time.

Chapter 3 : Summer Reading Is Killing Me! by Jon Scieszka | LibraryThing
Summer Reading Is Killing Me! Find out what types of books interest your friends and family with this reader's choice
survey. Directions: to find out if they think each type of book is enjoyable or boring.

Chapter 4 : Jon Scieszka - Wikipedia
Fred, Sam, and Joe discover their summer vacation plans do involve reading when "The Book" takes them on an
adventure they are not sure they can return from.

Chapter 5 : Summer Reading Is Killing Me! - Jon Scieszka - Google Books
Excerpt: 'Summer Reading Is Killing Me!' Author Jon Scieszka is intent on producing books that are an antidote to the
dusty titles that populate summer reading lists.
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Chapter 6 : Summer Reading Is Killing Me Worksheets - Printable Worksheets
SUMMER READING IS KILLING ME User Review - Kirkus. In this latest Time Warp Trio entry, Fred, Joe, and Sam
have sworn off using that volume of dangerous time-travel, The Book.

Chapter 7 : Summer Reading Is Killing Me! #7: www.nxgvision.com: Jon Scieszka, Lane Smith: Books
In the book Summer Reading is Killing Me when Fred told Joe his plan for rescuing "the Book" what kind of movie did
Joe say it sounded like his plan came from? A Kung-Fu--Skate movie In the book Summer Reading is Killing Me what
was the name of the library all the villains going into?

Chapter 8 : NPR Choice page
Auto Suggestions are available once you type at least 3 letters. Use up arrow (for mozilla firefox browser alt+up arrow)
and down arrow (for mozilla firefox browser alt+down arrow) to review and enter to select.

Chapter 9 : Summer Reading is Killing Me! (Time Warp Trio #7) by Jon Scieszka
In Summer Reading Is Killing Me!, illustrated by innovative artist Lane Smith, the boys find themselves trapped in a
dreadfully skewed literary world where Joe, the narrator, says "I saw Homer Price being carried by the Headless
Horseman. Dracula was dragging Winnie the Pooh in a headlock.
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